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This year WEPZA plans to deliver a regular e-mail newsletter to members about every two 
weeks.  The newsletter will report notable events occurring at zones throughout the world.  Members are 
urged to submit to WEPZA press releases and other news items they would like to see distributed by 
WEPZA.  The WEPZA newsletter will also include commentary on current events and zone theory and 
practice by WEPZA Director Robert Haywood and guest commentators.  Any suggestions that WEPZA 
members may have regarding the content or distribution of the WEPZA newsletter would be appreciated 
by the WEPZA Secretariat. 

 
 

Egypt Finally Gets QIZs 
 
The Egyptian Minister of Trade, the US Trade Representative, and the Industry Trade and Labor 

Minister of Israel signed a memorandum of understanding in Cairo to establish Qualified Industrial Zones 
(QIZ) in the Arab Republic in mid-December.  Initially three QIZs are designated: the Greater Cairo QIZ, 
the Alexandria QIZ, and that Suez Canal Zone that includes the industrial port area of Port Said.   

 
Manufacturers within these QIZs must add at least 35% of the value of the article to qualify for 

duty and quota free-status to the US, with 11.7% of the components of the articles originating from Israel.  
The 35% minimum content figure can include value-added in Egypt, Israel and/or the United States. 

 
Egypt's textile and apparel industry stands to gain the most from this QIZ initiative, because of the 

relatively high rates for the import of cotton goods which can be as high as 35%.  By 2007 Egypt expects 
the exports of woven fabric and apparel to exceed US $2 billion.  Part of this will come from domestic 
industry and part from an increase in Asian foreign investment.   

 
The QIZ was created in 1996 to provide a positive economic result from the Oslo Accords signed 

that year.  It was to be part of the “Peace Dividend”.  Both Jordan and Egypt were authorized by the US 
law to establish QIZs in cooperation with the Office of the United States Trade Representative.  Jordan 
immediately began working to create the zones, and since 1999 has created 13 authorized QIZs.  
Investment in the last four years exceeded US $300 million, and trade to the United States has gone from 
just US $31 million to an estimated US $1 billion in 2004. 

 
WEPZA had been in on the creation of the QIZ concept, and had for a number of years urged 

Egypt to take advantage of this unique opportunity.  We are delighted to see this coming to pass.  As the 
Egyptian Zone Authority is well aware, Egypt could use several times as many QIZs than the three 
authorized in this memorandum, but three is a good start and more may be available as they are needed. 

 
Those of you who did not hear Mr. Haywood’s speech in Cairo in April of 2004 regarding the 

importance of using trade preferences such as QIZs in developing free zones can find his remarks at the 
WEPZA website www.wepza.org as the first article in the complimentary copy of the Journal of The 
Flagstaff Institute available on the site. 
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Korea-Basan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone-BJFEZ is rapidly making headlines in Korea with the 
announcement of a proposed US $200 million winter-sports complex that includes three indoor, artificial 
ski slopes.  They have also announced a US $500 million commitment from Renault for an engine and 
automotive parts facilities to be built over the next three years.  In the announcement it was stated that a 
car is assembled from approximately 20,000 parts produced by over one thousand primary producers and 
thousands of secondary and tertiary producers. This is the reason many larger countries consider 
automobile assembly such a strong engine for development, even though many do not considered the 
automobile industry to be “high technology”.  In fact, the efficient production of many automobile 
components involves higher technology than the production of many electronics products. 

 
WEPZA Director Emeritus, Richard Bolin, has written an article which shows that the trend 

toward “Offshoring”, what we call production sharing, is good for the United States.  In an editorial written 
for the Arizona Daily Sun he noted that EPZ countries import enough US produced product each year to 
employ nearly 1 million American workers.  In addition, he noted that the cost of apparel for the American 
family, in real terms, has fallen 40% from the 1950’s due to the imports from these same countries.  With 
high income employment raising and lower costs for needed purchases, the American family has been 
seeing big gains from “Offshoring”. 

 
Tsunami Relief:  The Tsunami of December 26th was a great and practically unavoidable 

tragedy.  Many of the countries hardest hit are developing countries with active EPZ communities.  While 
crisis recovery requires immediate aid, WEPZA has noted in a letter to the new United States Trade 
Representative that relief should have a long-term component, such as special trade preferences, to help 
these countries bring in new, productive, direct foreign investment that can help rebuild the lives of the 
survivors and the economies on which they depend.  Your governments should be asking for the same 
thing. 

 
WTO:  As noted in earlier reports, the Geneva Accords in June of 2004 have had no practical 

significance in moving the Doha Round off of stalemates.  The World Bank notes that the agricultural 
issues are still among the most contentious issues in the discussions. 

 
The World Bank notes that corruption is the single greatest obstacle to economic and social 

development, and that it particularly hits the poor.  More importantly it undermines the rule of law and the 
institutional foundations of government upon which economic growth in the private sector depends.  By 
providing a buffer between the government and foreign investors, EPZs have shown themselves to be an 
effective early policy to address this problem. 
 
 
 
 
Members are reminded that WEPZA has a new mailing address: 
 

WEPZA 
P.O. Box 3808 

Evergreen, CO  80437-3808 
 

Our phone number remains +1 303-679-0980 and our fax remains +1 303-679-0985. 
 
The best way of communicating with WEPZA is via e-mail at:  Haywood@WEPZA.org 
 
Ann Glossa can still be reached at Ryan924@aol.com 


